CRED Seminar Herbstsemester 2022

Programm

Montag, 12. September 2022
UniS: Schanzeneckstrasse 1, Raum S 201

Vorträge

13:00 – 13:30  Rising Housing Costs in Switzerland: General Trends
Lukas Hauck (Economics)

13:30 – 14:00  Regional imaginaries for sustainability transition: From the “cradle of the automobile” to “Mobility of the Future made in Baden Württemberg”
Huiwen Gong (Geography)

14:00 – 14:30  Change Agency in Social Innovations
Samuel Wirth (Tourism)

14:30 – 15:00  Comparing patterns of densification in Utrecht and Bern. A method to evaluate the redistributive effects of land policies
Vera Götze (Geography)

15:00  Kaffee/Kuchen